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SOLDIER & FLAG

Inspired by the National Service
Monument at BMTC on Pulau Tekong.
Represents our unwavering dedication
to the defence of Singapore.

Design Rationale
To coincide with NS50, I decided to make the logo
soldier-centric instead. The soldier is the one on the
ground, DEFENDING OUR SINGAPORE. This also
dovetails with the ‘Army Ready, Soldier Strong’ theme.

SHIELD

Represents defence
and protection.

2017

I then recalled the National Service Monument at
BMTC on Pulau Tekong and thought it would be
perfect for this year’s logo. The soldier icon is also
familiar to the public as it is the same icon seen in
mobilisation alerts on televisions nationwide.
I also took reference with edgy and bold gaming
logos as I wanted to move away from the common
‘garang’ belief. This makes this year’s logo fresh,
modern and vibrant. Don’t believe me? Just compare
it with last year’s.
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VEHICLES

To showcase the various
platforms the Army has.

SHIELD

Represents defence
and protection.

General Feedback
Generally, there is no thought for scale. Date and Venue is
not required in a logo, this would be tiny when scaled down.
Same thing applies to the vehicles. These things can be
featured on other mediums.
Also, the choice of colors are awful and the pixelised pattern
isn’t really required, the logo is already “army” enough as it is.
*2016 Logo Design by
3SG(NS) Antiss Ng (ex-Ops Spec, HQ Armour)

My Thoughts
I feel last year's logo is too direct and to be honest, it
isn't really a logo at all. If you resize this to a smaller
size (for a brochure or sticker), the vehicles can barely
be seen. This then defeats the purpose of the "logo",
which is intending to showcase our Army's vehicles. A
logo must embody the spirit and meaning of the
subject in its simplest form. The vehicles and other
hardware can always be showcased in other mediums
such as posters, brochures or stickers.
To conceptualise this year's logo, the question I posed
to myself was "What was the main purpose of the
Singapore Army?". Was it for flashy, high-tech vehicles?
Simply put, no. If you strip everything away and take
the Army at its core, it's purpose is short and simple.
TO DEFEND SINGAPORE.
So with those words I came up with this year's logo.

